
TOTAL PRODUCT AVERAGE PRODUCT AND MARGINAL PRODUCT

The three concepts of regarding physical production are: (1) Total Product (2) Average Product (3) Marginal Product. 1.
Total Product: Total product of a factor is.

Total product is the overall output that results from employing a specific quantity of resources in a given
production system. As the amount of a factor increases, the total output increases. Suppose when two workers
are employed to produce wheat in an agricultural farm and they produce quintals of wheat per year. Figures
illustrate the more general concept of the total product of an input as the schedule of output obtained as that
input increases, holding constant the amounts of other inputs employed. This stage is not at all feasible for
operation for any firm as the TP starts to decline, which means that production has surpassed the optimum
level of specialization. That is why in Fig. This gives the Total product curve a convex shape in the beginning
as variable factor inputs increase. Marginal product of 8th unit of labour is zero and beyond that it becomes
negative. For example, suppose that Table represents a production system in which Y is a capital resource and
X represents labor input. It is synonymous with Qin Equation. The fact that ultimately total product increases
at a diminishing rate has been proved by empirical evidence, as shall be seen later in our discussion of the law
of diminishing returns. The marginal product of a factor will change at different levels of employment of the
factor. When the MP is declining and negative, the Total Product declines. The total product concept is used to
investigate the relation between output and variation in only one input in a production function. One would, of
course, obtain other total product functions for X if the factor Y were fixed at levels other than two units. It is
also shown in column 2 of Table and is illustrated graphically in Figure. After the maximum, TP starts to fall
or it declines. Share with friends. This lends it an S-shape till the point where TP reaches its maximum. Thus
quintals is the marginal product of the third worker. The average product curve rises until it reaches B, then
declines. Point A is the inflection point of the total product curve. The stage starts from the origin and extends
till the point of inflexion â€” the point on the TP curve after which TP increases at a diminishing rate Since TP
is increasing at an increasing rate in this phase, it is profitable for the firm to continue employing more units of
the variable factor to increase its production. Total Product: Total product of a factor is the amount of total
output produced by a given amount of the factor, other factors held constant. For a continuous total product
function, as illustrated in Figure, marginal product equals the slope of the total product curve, whereas average
product equals the slope of a line drawn from the origin to a point on the total product curve. The relationship
between average product and marginal product and how both of them are related to the total product will be
explained in detail in our analysis of the law of variable proportions. Marginal Product The total product can
be calculated by adding subsequent marginal returns to an input also known as the marginal product. For
example, in Fig. Three points of interest, A, B, and C, can be identified on the total product curve in Figure.
Marginal Product: Marginal product of a factor is the addition to the total production by the employment of an
extra unit of a factor. What do you mean by the Law of Diminishing Returns? Source: TeX StackExchange
The TP curve first increases at an increasing rate, after which it continues to increase but at a decreasing rate,
giving the curve an S-shape.


